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Cosmic dust plays a dominant role in the universe, especially in the formation of stars

and planetary systems. Furthermore, the surface of cosmic dust grains is the bench-work

where molecular hydrogen and simple organic compounds are formed. We manipulate

individual dust particles in water solution by contactless and non-invasive techniques such

as standard and Raman tweezers, to characterize their response to mechanical effects of

light (optical forces and torques) and to determine their mineral compositions. Moreover,

we show accurate optical force calculations in the T-matrix formalism highlighting the key

role of composition and complex morphology in optical trapping of cosmic dust particles.

This opens perspectives for future applications of optical tweezers in curation facilities for

sample return missions or in extraterrestrial environments.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the frame of astrophysical science and its related technology (space missions, optical and

radio telescopes), cosmic dust has attracted the interest of scientists due to its role in the cycling

processes active in the universe. Cosmic dust is a comprehensive term indicating small solid par-

ticles with sizes ranging from a few nanometers to tenths of millimeter. They are floating around

in the interstellar medium or in the interplanetary space in the solar system. Interstellar dust is

mainly generated by the lifecycles of many generations of stars: it is released by radiation pres-

sure and solar wind or ejected during the end-time explosion of stars or during the blowing off of

their outer layers1–3. Interplanetary dust consists of small solid particles generated by collisions

between solid bodies (e.g asteroids, planets and their satellites) or evaporation of icy bodies (e.g.

comets4). If interstellar dust is almost exclusively analysed through remote observations5,6, on the

other hand interplanetary dust is available through sample-return space missions from interplan-

etary medium, planets and minor bodies7–9, from the Earths’ stratosphere10–13 and at the Earth’s

surface in the form of micrometeorites (e.g.,14–16). Samples are analysed at terrestrial facilities by

the state-of-the-art analytical techniques – since the size of some instruments is still too large to

fly to the space17–19.

Physico-chemical properties of cosmic dust can be studied by different techniques, such as X-

rays diffraction20, SEM, TEM21, IR, Raman22,23, mass spectroscopy24. However, these techniques

may induce shielding effects by the substrates or by other particles. In this work, to overcome these

unwanted effects, we develop and test our setups of optical and Raman tweezers, that are contact-

less and non-destructive techniques useful for the manipulation and investigation of individual

grains of cosmic dust25. Optical tweezers (OT)26 are tools based on focused laser beams, that

allow the trapping and manipulation of micro and nanoparticles without a physical contact. This

contactless and non-destructive technique in its simplest configuration is based on a single laser

beam focused down to the diffraction limit by a high numerical aperture objective27,28. Optical

forces are strongly dependent on particle size, shape and composition (see also Section A). How-

ever, OT enable trapping and characterization of particles in a wide size range, from single atoms

to cells26,29. Furthermore, Raman tweezers, i.e. OT coupled to a Raman spectrometer, are able

to spectroscopically characterize optically trapped samples allowing accurate information on their

composition30–34.

Here, we characterize the dust particle response to optical forces and torques, providing accu-
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rate information on the particle dynamics in the optical trap. Furthermore, we identify dust particle

mineralogical compositions by Raman tweezers. We compare our findings with optical force cal-

culations based on the T-matrix formalism showing how the composition and the complex shape

of dust particles play a key role in their light-driven dynamics.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

The samples trapped and characterized with our Raman tweezers have known textures and

mineralogic compositions documented in this work and in previous studies. The aim is to repro-

duce the well-known composition of the trapped particles to validate the application of optical

manipulation techniques to cosmic dust.

The samples used have terrestrial and extraterrestrial origins. They are (1) a quartzarenite from

Kamil Crater in Egypt (M26)35, (2) a hawaiite from Etna volcano in Italy (HE-1), (3) the CV3-

OxA carbonaceous chondrite Allende (A-1), and (4) a lunar meteorite (polymict regolith breccia)

found in Antarctica (DEW 12007)36. Previously, mineral grains used to calibrate the dust analyser

Giada on board of Rosetta space mission37 were used as the simplest possible starting material

(monomineralic, uniform size range). In this work, we have chosen more complex non-uniform

samples: the terrestrial rocks M-26 and HE-1, considered inasmuch analogues of planetary mate-

rials (mono and polymineralic); and the extraterrestrial rocks as representative of primitive (A-1)

and differentiated (DEW 12007) bodies of the solar system.

Once powdered, the samples are analysed using microanalytical scanning electron microscopy

for a textural characterization (shape, grain size). Their main mineralogy is determined using X-

ray powder diffraction (Section D). The characterization was conducted at the Dipartimento di

Scienze della Terra and at the Center for Instrument Sharing of the University of Pisa (CISUP).

All the analysed samples were provided as dried powder, whose grains showed a non-homogeneous

size and shape distribution, as showed in Fig. 1(a,d). The first step of the sample preparation was

the dispersion of the powder in distilled water by ultrasound sonication with an appropriate con-

centration suitable for optical trapping (e.g. few particles / microliter). The water-dust solution

was then placed in a glass cavity slide and sealed by a coverglass, as showed in Fig. 1(b,c). The

sealed cavity glass slide was then placed on the sample holder of our optical tweezers for the

investigation Fig. 1(c). For the investigation of individual grain dust particles dispersed in water

we used two different customised setups: i) standard OT, where an optical trap was generated
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FIG. 1. Samples preparation and sketch of the experimental setups. a) SEM image of DEW 12007 lunar

meteorite powdered sample, showing the poly-crystalline nature of each individual grains. b) Dust samples

are dispersed in distilled water by ultrasound sonication and c) this solution is placed within a cavity glass

slide and sealed by a coverglass. d) Screenshots of four different 3D optically trapped grains of cosmic

dust in water solution having different size and morphology. e) Standard optical tweezers setup. f) Raman

tweezers setup.

by highly focusing a laser beam through an objective, the trajectory of the trapped particle was

acquired by a quadrant photodiode (QPD) and analysed by a computer to calculate optical forces

and rotations arising from the interaction of the particle with light, Fig. 1(e); ii) Raman tweezers,

where the back scattered light from the particle was collected through the same focusing objective
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and reflected to a Raman spectrometer for phase identification, Fig. 1(f). See Section B for more

details.

III. RESULTS

A. Optical forces and torques on dust particles

The output signals from the QPD, proportional to the particle displacement of the trapped parti-

cle from its equilibrium position, are analysed by MATLAB routines to calculate the trap stiffness

and to detect any rotation of the particle in the perpendicular plane x− y. In particular, we use the

autocorrelation functions (ACFs) and power spectral density (PSD) calibration methods26,38 to ob-

tain the relaxation frequencies of the trapped particles as fitted parameters and hence to calculate

the trap stiffness, Figs. 6(b), 2(a). See Section B for more details. We observe that the stiffness of

terrestrial and extra-terrestrial samples, optically trapped by linear polarised light, increases with

the laser power, as showed in Fig. 2(a) for a single trapped grain of the lunar meteorite DEW

12007. Here it is possible to notice that the stiffnesses κx, κy and κz increase almost linearly with

the laser power and the difference between the stiffnesses along the x and y directions can be due

to a possible asymmetry of the trapped grain with respect to the propagation axis z. Usually the

values of the stiffness κz are lower than the values of κx and κy due to the longer extension of

the gaussian beam along the z axis26. Due to the linearity of the stiffness with power it is pos-

sible to obtain the stiffness efficiency qi = ki/Pw (with i = x,y,z) as fitting parameter from the

values of κi reported in Fig. 2(a), where Pw is the value of laser power measured at the objective

output by a power meter. In particular, by a linear fit, we obtain that qx = 1.38 pNµm−1mW−1,

qy = 1.104 pNµm−1mW−1 and qz = 0.536 pNµm−1mW−1 respectively. Radiation pressure on

complex shaped or absorbing particles can also have a destabilising effect by pushing the trapped

particles in regions of lower intensity along the z axis. For example, grains from Allende meteorite

are difficult to trap in 3D and were often investigated while trapped in 2D against the cell wall.

In order to compare our experimental results with theoretical expectations, we calculate op-

tical forces through the Maxwell stress tensor exploiting the multipole expansion and T-matrix

formalism29,39,40. We consider particle models emulating the dust grains of the lunar meteorite

DEW 12007. Although all the trapped dust grains showed irregular shapes, for simplicity, we

modelled our particles as micro-spheres having an average diameter d = 1 µm with a refractive
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FIG. 2. Effects of the laser light on trapped particles. a) Trap stiffnesses κx , κy and κz as a function of

the laser power measured at the objective for a single trapped grain of the lunar meteorite DEW 12007. b)

Rotational frequencies Ωrot of different samples as a function of the laser power measured at the objective.

c) Rotational frequencies, Ωrot, of an optically trapped single dust grains of HE-1 for different polarised

light: left circular polarised (LCP), linear polarised (LP) and right circular polarised (RCP) light. Nega-

tive/positive frequency values correspond to a rotation anticlockwise/clockwise with respect to the z axis,

respectively.

index given by the Bruggeman mixing rule for the constituent minerals of DEW 12007, as showed

in the inset of figure 3(a)40,41.

In our calculations we consider a single Gaussian laser beam having a wavelength λ = 830 nm

and a power Pw= 50 mW, focused by a high-NA objective (NA=1.3), mimicking the experimental

conditions used during the investigation of the lunar dust grains. In figure 3(a), we show the

theoretical transversal and longitudinal trap efficiencies defined respectively as: Qth
xy = (F

opt
x +

F
opt
y )/2Pw and Qth

z = F
opt
z /Pw. Thereafter, we refined our particle model to take into account

the anisotropy and heterogeneity of the real dust grains. We still considered an homogeneous

sphere, with a refractive index obtained according to the Bruggeman mixing rule but now we

add 4 spherical inclusions, 3(b) inset. These inclusions are made of the secondary constituents

of the lunar meteorite, in particular we consider 2 inclusions made of olivine having a 10% each

of the total volume of the modelled grain, and 2 inclusions of ilmenite with a 2% each of the

total volume. Similarly to the previous model, we calculate the optical forces and the theoretical

longitudinal trap efficiency Qth
z , as showed in Fig. 3(b). Here it is possible to notice how the trap

efficiency is affected by the internal structure of a dust grain, presenting several equilibrium points
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0.75
-0.38

FIG. 3. Theoretical trap efficiencies. a) Black line represents the theoretical trap efficiency Qth
z along the

longitudinal direction z with x = y = 0. Dark blue line represents the theoretical trap efficiency Qth
xy along

the transversal direction x− y with z = 0. In the inset is showed the theoretical particle, modelled as a

micro-sphere with homogeneous refractive index according to the Bruggeman mixing rule. Light blue line

is a reference line at y = 0. b) Black line represents the theoretical trap efficiency Qth
z for a particle model

showed in the inset. Here the particle is modelled again as a micro-sphere with homogeneous refractive

index according to the Bruggeman mixing rule but has 4 inclusions made of the secondary constituents of

the lunar meteorite, 2 inclusions made of olivine having a 10% each of the total volume and 2 inclusions

of ilmenite with a 2% each of the volume. Qth
z presents only two stable equilibrium points at x = −0.38

and x = 0.75 µm, but, according to our forces calculations, only at x = 0.75 µm trapping along the x and y

direction is possible. c) Theoretical (lines) and experimental (dots) stiffness efficiencies qxy and qz within

the transversal plane x− y and along the longitudinal direction z respectively. Blue lines and dots represent

the theoretical and experimental efficiency qth
xy and qex

xy respectively, along the transversal direction x− y,

while the black lines and dots represent the theoretical and experimental efficiency qth
z and qex

z respectively,

along the longitudinal direction z.

with Qth
z = 0, and only two stable equilibrium points at x = −0.38 and x = 0.75 µm, conversely,

the homogeneous model was showing an only stable equilibrium point at x = 0 µm, Fig. 3(a,b).

Aiming at validating our theoretical model, we compare the theoretical qth
xy,z and experimental

qex
xy,z stiffness efficiencies on the transverse x−y plane and in the longitudinal direction z. In partic-

ular, in the former case the mean transverse efficiency qxy = (qx +qy)/2 is considered. Moreover,

in the case of the theoretical stiffness efficiencies, Pw is the value of power set for the simulation.
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In figure 3c it is possible to notice a relative good agreement between the theoretical and ex-

perimental values of the stiffness efficiencies qth and qex, validating the theoretical model used

for the calculation of optical forces acting on cosmic dust. The small discrepancies are due to the

spherical shape used in our model which is a simplification of the complex particle shape, mass

distribution, and mineral composition. In fact, a linearly polarised laser light does not produce

any radiation torque on a spherical and homogeneous particle because of symmetry42. However,

for anisotropic and asymmetric particles two additional mechanical effects of light occur: i) a

transverse component of radiation pressure which is responsible for the optical lift effect, i.e., a

transverse displacement of the particle with respect to the incident light propagation direction43;

ii) a radiation pressure torque inducing particle rotations and known as windmill effect26

Rotations of a trapped particle induce a correlation among its x, y trajectories. In these cir-

cumstances, we can use optical tweezers also for photonic torque microscopy to quantify these

rotations44,45. In particular, particle rotations in the x− y plane can be highlighted by calculat-

ing the differential cross correlations DCCFxy(τ) = 〈x(t)y(t+ τ)〉−〈y(t)x(t+ τ)〉 of the acquired

signal from the QPD, Fig. 6(a), for different lag times τ . The rotational frequency Ωrot can be

obtained as fitting parameter of the DCCFxy by a sinusoidal model46,47.

In Fig. 2(b) we show the rotational frequencies Ωrot of three different trapped samples, where

Ωrot increases as the laser power increases. It is noteworthy that the polarisation used to trap the

samples listed in Fig. 2(b) is linear, it does not carry any spin-angular momentum, so the observed

rotations are only due to the radiation torque exerted by the light on the particles because their

asymmetric shape.

In the case of circular polarised light, depending on the absorption properties of the particle,

a laser beam can induce a spin angular torque in addition to the radiation one26,42. When a laser

beam is circularly polarized, each of its photons carries a spin angular momentum +h̄ for left

circularly polarised light (LCP) −h̄ for right circularly polarised light (RCP). Therefore, the total

torque acting on a non sperical particle is given by different contributions that include a radia-

tion torque related to the shape and the transferred spin angular momentum. The spin angular

momentum is added to to the "windmill effect" in the case of LCP and subtracted in the case of

RCP26.

In Fig. 2(c) we report the rotational frequencies Ωrot of an optically trapped grain of the terres-

trial samples HE-1 from Etna volcano for different light polarisation. Here, Ωrot decreases from

-18 s−1 for LCP to -28 s−1 for RCP with a central value of -23 s−1 for LP indicating that the
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trapped particle is absorbing circular polarised light with a spin angular momentum +h̄ for LCP

light and −h̄ for RCP light. Thus, negative frequency values mean a rotation anticlockwise with

respect to the z axis, while positive frequency values mean a rotation clockwise with respect to

the z axis. The rotational frequency Ωrot reported in Fig. 2(c) is the result of rotations induced

by the total torque acting on the sample. The radiation pressure torque, which does not depend

on light polarisation, produces a particle rotation frequency of -23 s−1, while the spin angular

momentum torque sums or subtracts depending on the helicity of light. In the case of LCP light

the contribution of the spin angular momentum torque is positive and summed to the radiation

torque increasing the rotational frequency of the particle to -18 s−1, while in the case of RCP light

the contribution is negative decreasing the rotational frequency of the particle to -28 s−1. This

demonstrates that the total optomechanical interaction of particles with light, depends both on the

particle shape and on the helicity of the laser beam.

B. Spectroscopic analysis and mineralogy of individual grains

We characterize the mineralogical compositions of terrestrial and extraterrestrial dust grains

with different shapes and sizes by Raman tweezers, Fig. 1(d). All the investigated sample are

trapped in 3D or in 2D, whenever the radiation pressure is stronger than the axial gradient force. In

the latter case, a stable 3D optical trapping is not achievable because the radiation pressure pushes

the particle away along the z direction, along which the laser beam propagates. To overcome this

issue, we push the particle against the wall of the glass slide, thereby physically confining the

particle along the z direction, while the particle is still confined along the x− y direction by the

optical gradient forces, defining the optical potential. For each sample, a reference background

spectrum, without any trapped particle, is also acquired and used to remove the spurious signal

from the glass slide and the media (water, immersion oil). Thereafter, by a fitting routine, the

peaks of each spectrum are identified and compared with reference spectra for the identification of

the constituent phases in the trapped samples. We first analyze the standard samples M26, HE-1

and A-1 in order to match their mineral composition reported in literature35,48–50.

In Fig. 4(a) we report a Raman spectrum (black line) collected by a single optically trapped

grain of sample M26. According to the literature it contains mainly quartz whose reference spec-

trum is represented by the red line35. Similarly, in Fig. 4(b) we report the Raman spectra, of a

single grain of the sample HE-1 from Etna volcano (black line) and of A-1 from Allende meteorite
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FIG. 4. Raman spectra of optically trapped single dust particle from sample: a) M26 from Kamil crater

(black line), red line represents the Raman spectrum of quartz used as reference (RRUFF R150074). b)

HE-1 from Etna (black line) and A-1 from Allende meteorite (blue line). Red line represents the Raman

spectrum of olivine used as standard reference (RRUFF X050088). All spectra are offset for clarity.

(blue line). According to the literature, both meteorites contain olivine, whose reference spectrum

is represented by the red line50. For all the experimental spectra of our samples showed in Fig.

4(a,b) there is a good agreement with the reference spectra of their mineral composition found in

literature.

After testing our Raman tweezers on terrestrial and extraterrestrial standard grains, we investi-

gate cosmic dust from the lunar meteorite DEW 12007. In particular, we trap about 70 different

particles in 2D and 3D, following an appropriate protocol to avoid to trap the same grains twice. In

Fig. 5(a-d) we report with black lines the Raman spectra of four different trapped grains of DEW

12007, and with colored lines the reference Raman spectra of some of their constituents according

to the literature36. In particular, in Fig. 5(a-d) we can observe that the trapped grains contain the

following minerals: plagiocase (labradorite); pyroxene (augite and pigeonite); olivine (forsterite

and fayalite); ilmenite.

Figures 4(a,b) and 5(a,d) show that each single trapped grains contains only a single mineral

component, among the several ones reported in literature, matching its own reference spectrum.

We identified both monomineralic and polymineralic grains (Fig. 5e), as expected for a rock in

which the grain-size is highly variable.

The occurrence of the mineral constituents of the lunar meteorite DEW 12007 over 70 dust

grains is reported in Fig. 5(f), where it is possible to notice that plagioclase is the most recurring
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Ilmenite
10.4%

Plagioclase
50.5%

Olivine
11.3%

Pyroxene
27.8%

FIG. 5. Raman spectra and its mineralogical composition of optically trapped dust particles of the lunar

meteorite DEW 12007. Black lines represent the Raman spectra of the trapped samples, while colored lines

represent the reference Raman spectra from the RRUFF database of: a) plagioclase (RRUFF X050108), b)

pyroxene (RRUFF R200002), c) olivine (RRUFF X050088) and d) ilmenite (RRUFF R060149), used for

the mineral identification of the trapped single grains. All spectra are offset for clarity. e) Raman spectra of

a single grain of DEW 12007 (black line) containing several mineral components (colored lines). f) Mineral

occurrence of the mineral constituents over 70 trapped grains of the lunar meteorite DEW 12007.
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mineral constituent, with an occurrence of 50.4%, then we found that pyroxene is the second most

abundant mineral with an occurrence of 27.8%, and finally olivine and ilmenite with an abundance

of 11.3% and 10.4% respectively. The rank of the mineral abundances of the constituents of DEW

12007 matches the data from literature36. It is noteworthy that during the grinding process it could

happen that cosmic dust was not homogeneously ground, producing grains with more than one or

without any clear mineral component.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We used optical tweezers to trap individual micron-sized dust particles of astrophysical inter-

est to characterize their opto-mechanical response. We calculated their trap stiffness and their

rotational frequencies as a function of the trapping laser power, showing how these quantities in-

crease almost linearly with the laser power. We also calculated the theoretical values of the optical

forces acting on cosmic dust by T-matrix formalism, finding a good agreement between the ex-

perimental and theoretical values, validating our theoretical models. Moreover, we investigated

the effect of light polarisation on cosmic dust, measuring the particle rotational frequency for dif-

ferent helicity of light, showing how the total opto-mechanical interaction depends on both the

particle shape and the polarisation of the laser beam. Furthermore, we used Raman tweezers to

investigate the mineral composition of the dust particles. The agreement of our results with the

literature validates optical trapping for the analysis of cosmic dust, opening new perspectives in

the investigation of extraterrestrial particles on our planet. Optical trapping techniques, thanks to

their contactless and non-invasive unique combination of capabilities, can be used to maximize the

scientific return from the analyses of cosmic dust samples collected by the current and future sam-

ple return missions (e.g. OSIRIS-Rex, Mars 2020; Chang’e 5), particularly during the preliminary

investigation procedures in receiving/curation facilities51. High-resolution, contactless and non-

invasive analysis of planetary dust are actually expected to provide unprecedented information on

the astrophysical origin and geologic evolution of their parent bodies. Furthermore, they are also

expected to be instrumental for biohazard assessment for constrained sample return missions –

like those targeting Mars or the icy bodies in the outer solar system, and the detection of past or

extant extraterrestrial life. Finally, the successful trapping of particles in a water medium is the

first step towards the realization of trapping in air/vacuum, a totally non-invasive micromanipula-

tion fundamental for extraterrestrial materials. For these reasons, optical tweezers are key tools
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in controlled laboratory experiments, aiming for space applications to trap and characterize dust

particles directly in space or on extraterrestrial bodies during exploratory missions.
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Appendix A: Optical forces

Forces arising in optical trapping are a consequence of the conservation of the electromagnetic

momentum in the light-matter interaction26. However, some simplifications and approximations

have been made for an easier understanding of optical forces. These approximate approaches

are often a valuable source of physical insight and have a great pedagogical value26,29,52. In the

geometrical optics approximation, valid for particle size larger than the wavelength of the trapping

beam, optical forces can be divided in a gradient and a scattering component. The gradient force

component is perpendicular to the propagation of the laser beam, it is proportional to the intensity

gradient of the laser spot and it is responsible for trapping. While the scattering force component,

having the same direction of the propagating laser beam, is proportional to the light intensity

and tends to push particles away from the laser focus due to the radiation pressure26. In this

approximation the incoming optical field can be considered as a collection of light rays, each of

them carrying a portion of the total optical power and linear momentum. When a ray impinges

on a particle, it is partly transmitted and partly reflected by the particle surface and the exchange

of linear momentum between the ray and the particle generates an optical force ~F = ∆~P
∆t

, where

∆~P = ~Pinc − ~Pref is the exchanged momentum calculated as the difference between the incident
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and reflected momentum ~Pinc and ~Pref respectively during a time interval ∆t. The optical force

exerted by a laser beam on a particle is the sum of the forces generated by each constituting

ray and for specific experimental conditions and parameters (e.g. when the refractive index of

a particle is higher than the one of its surrounding medium, proper size of the particle and laser

power, etc.) these forces can confine a particle within a equilibrium region close to the focal spot,

where the force acting on the particle is zero26,29,52. When a trapped particle is displaced from

the centre of the trap to a non equilibrium point, a net optical force acts like a restoring spring,

bringing the particle back toward the centre of the trap. For small displacement of the particle

from its equilibrium position the restoring force is, to a first approximation, proportional to the

displacement acting like a Hookean spring with a fixed stiffness26,38, i.e

Fx ≈−κx(x− xeq) (A1)

where, considering for simplicity only a single component of the force, x is the particle position,

xeq is the equilibrium position and κx is the trap stiffness. The trap stiffness can be obtained by

several calibration methods,26,38 and by its value we can quantify an external force Fext,x acting

on a trapped particle by measuring the particle displacement ∆xeq = (x−xeq) from its equilibrium

position, i.e. Fext,x = κx∆xeq

Appendix B: Experimental setups

The light source of the standard optical tweezers used for the investigation of cosmic dust is

a laser diode (LD) generating a linear polarised laser beam with a wavelength of 830 nm. The

laser beam is expanded by a two lenses (l1, l2) telescope system and reflected by a dichroic mirror

towards the back aperture of a high numerical aperture (NA) oil immersion objective, which was

also used to imagine the sample on a CMOS camera, Fig. 1(e). Thanks to the telescope system, the

beam overfills the back aperture of the objective giving rise to a highly focused laser beam. The

overfilling creates the maximal optical field gradient in the focal spot for a more efficient optical

trapping. A sample holder is equipped with a 3D translation piezo-stage to move the focal spot

within the cavity glass slide containing the sample solution. The dichroic mirror used to reflect

the laser beam to the objective acts like a short pass filter, it reflects the laser light towards the

objective and transmits the visible light to a CMOS camera, preventing the saturation of the detec-

tor and allowing a clear view of the sample on a monitor. The polarisation of the trapping beam
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can be tuned by a waveplate to investigate the optical response of cosmic dust for different light

polarisations. In particular, changing the light polarisation from linear to right- or left-circular,

the occurrence of spin-angular momentum transfer from light to the dust can be investigated26,53.

The forward-scattered light from a trapped particle, containing information about the particle po-

sition, is collected together with the transmitted light by a condenser. The superposition of these

two beams generates an interferometric pattern, which is reflected by a second dichroic mirror

towards a quadrant photo diode (QPD) through a lens (l3) Fig. 1(e)26,29. A QPD converts the

interferometric pattern collected by a condenser in analogical voltage signals, proportional to the

displacement of the particle from its equilibrium position26,52,54. The signals from the QPD were

acquired at a sampling frequency of 50 kHz by a National Instrument acquisition board for time

intervals of 2 sec. The sampled signals were then analysed by a PC providing information about

the opto-mechanical interaction between light and a single grain of cosmic dust.

In order to characterize the optical trapping forces on a single dust grain, we extract some

crucial parameters from the particle random trajectories in the confining potential, such as the

trap relaxation frequency. The starting point of optical force measurements in optical tweezers is

the description of the centre-of-mass random motion of an optically trapped particle through an

overdamped Langevin equation26. In particular, for small displacements around the equilibrium

point a positional coordinate, e.g. x, of the trapped particle, subject to the random force, Frandom(t),

can be expressed in terms of the following equation:

γ
dx

dt
+κxx = Frandom(t) (B1)

where γ is the Stokes friction coefficient of a particle immersed in a fluid medium and κx is the

trap stiffness that we wish to measure. The first term of eq. B1 is the velocity dependent viscous

force, the second one is the restoring term due to the optical potential, and the final one describes

the Brownian stochastic force. The power spectral density (PSD) of a signal describes how its

energy is distributed in the frequency domain and it is useful to calibrate optical tweezers. Indeed,

the power spectral density of eq. B1 show a Lorentzian shape:

Sx(ω) =
2D

(ω2 +ω2
x )

(B2)

where the half-width of the distribution is the relaxation frequency defined as ωx = κx/γ and

D = kBT/γ is the diffusion coefficient from the Stokes-Einstein equation26. By fitting the power
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FIG. 6. Rotational and relaxation frequencies. a) Differential cross correlation function DCCFxy(τ) of

the sample HE-1 from Etna, black circles represent experimental data, while red line represents a sinusoidal

fitting function. Discrepancy between the experimental data and the fit are due to the presence of of a second

rotational or vibrational motion of the trapped particle due to its non-spherical geometry and anisotropy47 .

b) Black line represents the power spectrum density (PSD) of the trajectory along z direction for a trapped

dust grain of the lunar meteorite DEW 12007. While the red line represent a Lorentzian fit of the calculated

PSD, where the relaxation frequency of the trapped grain is obtained as fitted parameter.

spectrum of the particle coordinate with a Lorentzian shape function we obtain the relaxation

frequency ωx as a fit parameter and hence we can get the trap spring constant κx
52,54.

The Raman tweezers used for the identification of the minerals constituents of our samples is

a customised setup obtained by coupling a homemade optical tweezers with a commercial Raman

spectrometer (Horiba TRIAX 190) through a notch filter, Fig. 1(f). This filter reflects the laser

light, from a laser diode having a wavelength of 780 nm, to the back aperture of an oil immersion

objective, similarly to the case of the dichroic mirror previously described in the standard optical

tweezers setup, Fig. 1(e). The notch filter reflects only the single wavelength of the laser beam, and

it is transparent to all the other wavelengths. In such a way, the elastic component of the scattering

is cut out by the notch filter and only the Raman signal is transmitted to the spectrometer, which

is equipped with a grating having a spectral resolution of 8 cm−1 and coupled to a silicon Peltier-

cooled CCD camera to acquire the spectra. The Raman spectra of our investigated samples were

obtained with a laser power of about 7 mW at the sample and acquired with an integration time of

few tens of seconds.
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Appendix C: Theoretical calculations

1. Radiation force in optical tweezers

In the framework of electromagnetic scattering theory, optical forces and optical trapping

are the consequence of the electromagnetic momentum conservation during a light scattering

process26,39. Using the linear momentum conservation, the time-averaged optical force on a

generic particle exerted by a monochromatic light is:

Frad =

∮

S
T̄M · n̂dS (C1)

where the integration is carried out over a surface S surrounding the scattering particle, n̂ is the out-

ward normal unit vector,~r is the vector position, and T̄M is the averaged Maxwell stress tensor in

the Minkowski form55 describing the optomechanical interaction. For a non-magnetic medium39:

Frad =−
εmr2

4

∫

Ω

(

|Es|
2 +

c2

n2
m
|Bs|

2+2ℜ

{

Ei ·E
∗
s +

c2

n2
m

Bi ·B
∗
s

})

r̂ dΩ (C2)

where εm = ε0n2
m is the medium permettivity, r and r̂ are the modulus and the unit vector of the

vector position~r respectively, ε0 is the vacuum permittivity, nm is the medium refraction index,

c is the light velocity, Ei, Bi, Es, Bs are respectively the incident electric and magnetic field and

the scattered electric and magnetic field and the integration is taken over the full solid angle Ω.

The scattered electromagnetic field Bs is calculated in near zone, take into account the transmis-

sion properties of the wave inside the nanoparticle. When we deal with spherical monomers, the

expression of the radiation force should be rewritten in terms of T-matrix formalism29,39,56. Be-

cause of the linearity of Maxwell’s equations, once the field involved in the scattering process are

expanded in terms of Vector Helmholtz Harmonics (VHH), it is possible, through the definition

of T-matrix, to obtain the relation between the incident and scattered field imposing the boundary

conditions to the fields on the spherical surface57. The T-matrix T ≡ {T
(p′p)

l′m′lm
} elements encom-

passes all the information on the morphology of the scattering particle with respect to the same

incident field, binding the known multipole amplitudes of the incident field W
(p)
i,lm with the un-

known amplitudes of the scattered field A
(p′)
s,l′m′

39. For the case of optical tweezers, we generalized

the incident field resorting to the angular spectrum representation of Richards and Wolf58 and then

calculated the optical tweezers stiffness for each particle26,57.
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2. Optical properties of composite particles

Knowledge of the optical properties of particles that interact with radiation is a key ingredient

for the correct modelling of a matter radiation interaction. When the medium that constitutes the

particles is a multi-component mixture, two main paths can be taken for modelling: (1) homoge-

nization theory59,60 through the use of the Bruggeman mixing formula61,62; (2) the representation

of complexity by means of a random geometry of one-component inclusions whose size can re-

spect the fraction of volume obtained from the experimental chemical-physical analysis of the

sample. The Bruggeman mixing formula61,62 can be applied to a medium composed of N kinds of

inclusions with permettivities εn and volume fractions fn such that ∑n fn = 1. In this case, unlike

Maxwell Garnett Mixing Formula that is inapplicable when the volume fractions of all compo-

nents are comparable, the Bruggeman mixing formula is symmetric with respect to all medium

components and does not treat any one of them differently. Therefore, it can be applied, at least

formally, to composites with arbitrary volume fractions without causing contradictions when we

cannot distinguish the “host” material from the “inclusions”. From operative point of view, the

Bruggeman effective permittivity, which we denote by εBG, can be obtained satisfying the follow-

ing equation:

N

∑
n=1

fn
εn˘εBG

εn +2εBG

= 0 (C3)

where ∑n fn = 1. In the case of a strongly inhomogeneous particle consisting of islands of different

materials, the process of interaction underlying the optical trapping phenomena is reminiscent of

the multi-component structure of the nanoparticle and the formula of Bruggeman, derived within

the homogenization theory, tends to mask this behaviour. For this purpose, the optical behaviours

of the spherical inclusions contained within the spherical nanoparticle, which constitute an aggre-

gate, is studied by applying the theory of electromagnetic scattering to cluster of spheres.

Within the T-matrix approach, the calculus of the multipole amplitudes of the field scattered by

the whole object is performed in two steps. First, we consider the superposition of the field that

would exist within the sphere in absence of any inclusion and of the scattered fields coming from

the aggregate taking into account all the multipolar interactions. This superposition constitutes the

internal field of the host sphere. Second, we impose the boundary conditions to the internal field

and to the external field across the surface of the host sphere to get the amplitudes of the scattered

field.
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As a result of the first step, we get a system of linear nonhomogeneous equations that in sym-

bolic form can be written as:

P= ZW (C4)

where P is the matrix whose elements are the unknown scattering coefficients of the internal field

to be calculated, Z is the T-matrix of the internal aggregate, and W is the matrix of the known

external incident field coefficients.

Once the amplitudes of P have been calculated, we proceed to the second step which in sym-

bolic form yields:

A= SP= S(ZW) = TW (C5)

where A is the matrix whose elements are the scattering coefficients in external medium to be

calculated, S is the matrix which acts on the matrix P containing the coefficients of the already

calculated internal field, and T is the transition matrix for the whole scatterer63,64.

Appendix D: Samples characterization

The samples used in this work (M-26, HE-1, A-1, DEW 12007) have been analysed under the

field emission scanning electron microscope with energy dispersive spectroscopy FEG-SEM FEI

QUANTA 450 at the Center for Instrument Sharing of the University of Pisa (CISUP) for a textural

characterization (shape, grain size). Their main mineralogic composition is determined using X-

ray powder diffraction data acquired at the Dipartimento di Scienze della Terra of the Università

di Pisa. Lithology and mineralogic composition of the samples are reported in Table I.

The characterization of M-26 refers to literature35. In-depth characterization of DEW 12007

can be found in literature36. Quantitative mineralogical compositions of the samples M-26

(quartzarenite), HE-1 (hawaiite), A-1 (carbonaceous chondrite Allende), and DEW 12007 (lu-

nar regolith breccia) were obtained applying the Rietveld method65 and given in Table I. X-ray

powder diffraction data were collected at the Dipartimento di Scienze della Terra of the Università

di Pisa, on a Bruker D2 Phaser diffractometer, equipped with a Lynxeye detector, operating at

30 kV and 10 mA and using Cu Kα radiation (λ = 1.54184 Å). The diffraction patterns were

collected over the 5-70◦ 2θ range for DEW 12007 and 12-70◦ 2θ range for HE-1 and Allende,

with 0.02◦ scan step size and 1 s counting time per step. Samples were spiked with a known
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TABLE I. Textural and mineralogic composition of the samples used to test the Raman tweezers set-up: (1)

M-26, quartzarenite; (2) HE-1 hawaiite; (3) A-1 Allende; (4) DEW 12007. For each sample is reported:

(1) its lithology (type of rock and textural information) obtained at the FEG-SEM and literature and (2) the

overall mineralogical composition [weight %] obtained with X-ray diffraction.

Sample Lithology Overall min. compo. wt%

M-26 Quarzarenite – Coarse-grained Quartz >99

HE-1

Hawaiite – Fine-grained. Basalt with pyroxene

and plagioclase microphenocrystals with abun-

dant glass inclusions. Vesicular. 30% phenocrysts

by volume

Plagioclase: labradorite 56

Clinopyroxene: augite 35

Olivine: forsterite 8

Magnetite <1

Glass <5

Allende (A-1)

CV3 OxA carbonaceous chondrite – chondrules

and CAIs (∼55 vol%) embedded in a fine-grained

dark matrix (∼40 vol%)

Olivine: forsterite 80

Clinopyroxene: clinoenstatite 9

Clinopyroxene: diopside 7

Orthopyroxene: enstatite 2

Clinopyroxene: pigeonite 1

Chromite <1

DeWitt (DEW) 12007
Lunar polymictic breccia with <1 mm sized lithic

clasts in aphanitic matrix

Plagioclase: labradorite 48

Clinopyroxene: augite 23

Clinopyroxene: pigeonite 18

Olivine: forsterite 10

Ilmenite 1

Chromite <1

amount of rutile as internal standard (NIST SRM 674a) in order to check for the presence of an

amorphous component66.

Appendix E: Note

A. Magazzù, D. Bronte Ciriza, and A. Musolino contributed equally to this work.
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